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Abstract 8 

In this study, we demonstrate intense extreme-ultraviolet optical vortices generated using laser-9 

ablation plume as the nonlinear medium. We used two types of plumes that are known to 10 

generate intense high-order harmonics for driving lasers with Gaussian beam profiles, but 11 

through different mechanisms, namely carbon (diatomic carbon molecules) and tin (resonance 12 

with autoionizing state). We find that the harmonic fluxes for diatomic carbon molecules are 13 

similar for Gaussian and vortex driving fields. However, for harmonics from the autoionizing 14 

state of tin (~26.3 eV), the enhancement factor of the resonant harmonic intensity decreases by 15 

~50% when using the vortex driving field. The intense extreme-ultraviolet optical vortices 16 

demonstrated in this study will be useful for many applications including a new material 17 

characterization technique known as optical angular momentum dichroism as well as the 18 

spectroscopy of spin-forbidden electronic transitions.     19 

High-order harmonic generation (HHG) from laser-ablated plumes (LAPs) has proven to be an 20 

excellent source of intense coherent extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and soft X-ray radiation.1,2 We 21 

have previously demonstrated that graphite LAP could generate multi-μJ energy high-order 22 

harmonics (HOHs) over a relatively wide spectral range (17 eV to 26.3 eV).3 Our recent study on 23 

the plasma spectroscopy of graphite LAP has revealed that these intense harmonics are generated 24 

from diatomic carbon molecules.4 On the other hand, HHG from LAPs also has the potential to 25 

emit intense harmonics over a relatively narrow XUV spectral range by using resonances with 26 

autoionizing states (AIS) (for example, �λ����= ~ 0.75nm for the AIS of tin at 47.15 nm), a 27 

phenomenon known as resonant harmonic (RH) enhancement.5,6,7 The HHG process from most 28 

laser-ablated materials can be explained by the three-step model.8 According to this model, when 29 

an ultrafast laser pulse interacts with the laser-ablated atom or ion, an electron is tunnel ionized 30 

from the valence shell, accelerates away from the parent atom or ion by the applied field, and 31 

then recombines into the ground state upon reversal of the laser pulse electric field. On the other 32 

hand, the phenomenon of RH has been explained by the four-step model.9 In this model, the first 33 

two steps are the same as the three-step model. However, in the third step, the electron in the 34 
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continuum is scattered into the AIS of an atom or ion embedded in the continuum, which then 35 

experiences radiative decay into the initial ground state and emitting RH.9 Emission of intense 36 

HOHs over a wide range of XUV spectrum is important for applications requiring intense 37 

attosecond pulses,10,11 while narrowband intense RH finds a number of applications in the field 38 

of spectroscopy12 and coherent nanoscale imaging.13       39 

Light possessing optical angular momentum (OAM) due to twisted wavefront was pointed out 40 

more than two decades ago, and has fascinated researchers from a wide range of scientific 41 

community.14 Laser beams carrying OAM, also known as optical vortices (OVs), contain a phase 42 

singularity at the center of the transverse intensity profile, resulting in a zero intensity in the 43 

center.15 In the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum, the OAM of OVs has long been 44 

utilized as an advantage in many applications, such as phase-contrast microscopy,16 optical 45 

communication,17 nanoparticle trapping,18 quantum information,19 and twisted nanostructure 46 

fabrication20 to name a few.  47 

In recent years, XUV-OVs have been successfully generated via HHG from noble gases using 48 

OV driving field.21 Transfer of phase singularity from the fundamental laser beam into HOHs 49 

was successfully achieved even for highly nonlinear HHG processes. Interferometric 50 

measurements confirmed experimentally that the harmonic OAM is the product of the harmonic 51 

order and the OAM of the driving laser.22  Attosecond pulse characterization using the RABBIT 52 

(reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon transition) technique has 53 

shown OV harmonic phase-locking and hence the generation of attosecond XUV bursts.23 These 54 

findings are truly a breakthrough, because many fascinating phenomena have been predicted as a 55 

result of the interaction of XUV-OVs with matter. These include a new material characterization 56 

technique known as OAM dichroism24, high-resolution stimulated emission depletion (STED)-57 

like microscopy without fluorophores25, Skyrmionic defects with applications in the realization 58 

of nano-magnetic memory devices26 and the observation of spin-forbidden transitions due to 59 

violation of selection rules during spectroscopic studies of light-matter interaction using OV 60 

driving field.27,28    61 

Many such applications utilizing XUV-OVs require a substantial XUV flux. HHG from LAPs 62 

has been proven to be an extremely efficient process generating multi-μJ HOH energies using 63 

graphite LAP,3 as well as near-μJ RH energy from tin LAP with ~10-4 conversion efficiency.5 64 
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Therefore, LAPs are extremely interesting candidates for the development of a tabletop source of 65 

high-flux XUV-OVs based on HHG. Such an efficient source could provide the high XUV flux 66 

required to study and develop many applications. The availability of high XUV flux could also 67 

allow single-shot data acquisition, which is extremely important for imaging applications where 68 

the incident XUV radiation could damage the sample to be studied, thus creating blurring effects 69 

due to long exposure time and hence resulting in less accurate morphological studies.29 Single-70 

shot data acquisition is also beneficial in ultrafast spectroscopic applications, eliminating 71 

measurement inaccuracies due to sample depletion and product accumulation caused by multiple 72 

laser shot irradiation.30 73 

In this letter, we compare HOH obtained using a Gaussian and OV driving field for graphite as 74 

well as tin LAP, driven by an amplified Ti:sapphire laser. Graphite is used because of the 75 

emission of intense HOHs by diatomic carbon molecules present in the LAP via the three-step 76 

model. Tin LAP is studied due to the emission of intense RH close to ~26.3 eV. With diatomic 77 

carbon molecules, we find comparable HOH flux using both Gaussian and OV driving field in 78 

the energy region from 14 eV to 36 eV. For tin LAP using Gaussian driving field, we observe a 79 

RH enhancement factor of about 25 times compared to the neighboring harmonic. We 80 

demonstrate that tin LAP driven by OV laser beam also results in the generation of intense RH, 81 

but the enhancement factor is reduced by ~50% as compared to that observed using a Gaussian 82 

driving field. 83 

The experimental scheme used to generate HOHs is shown in Fig.1. The experiment was 84 

performed on the 10 Hz beamline of the Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS). The 85 

uncompressed Ti:sapphire laser pulse centered at 800 nm wavelength has a temporal duration of 86 

~210 picoseconds. This laser beam is separated into two beams using a 30:70 beam splitter. The 87 

lower-energy laser beam is focussed onto the solid target surface with adjusted pulse energy, 88 

resulting in peak intensity of ~1010 W cm-2 at the focus, creating a plume over a diameter of ~ 89 

170 µm. The higher-energy laser beam was compressed down to 60 fs, which is used to drive 90 

HHG. A 16-level spiral phase plate (SPP) manufactured by HOLO/OR Ltd. (Ness Ziona, Israel) 91 

was used to generate the OV driving field with topological charge 1. Fig.1 shows the image of 92 

the doughnut-shaped focal spot of the OV laser beam. The inner and outer diameter of the focal 93 

spot was measured to be ~45 μm and ~90 μm, respectively. The focal spot of the Gaussian laser 94 
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beam was measured to be ~ 75 μm. For our comparative studies, the intensity of the Gaussian as 95 

well as the OV driving field at the focus was kept at ~ 2.2×1014 W cm-2. 96 

 97 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup for the generation of high-order harmonics from laser-ablated plumes. Also 98 
shown is the doughnut-shaped focal spot of the vortex driving laser beam. 99 

The target surface mounted onto an XYZ translation stage was placed inside a vacuum of ~10-5 100 

Torr. To eliminate the co-propagating driving near-infrared laser pulses from the generated XUV 101 

pulses, a silicon mirror was installed at a Brewster angle, reflecting only the XUV radiation 102 

towards the XUV spectrometer. The spectrometer contained a fixed vertical slit, a cylindrical 103 

flat-field XUV grating (Hitachi, 1200 lines/mm) and a micro-channel plate (MCP) followed by a 104 

phosphor screen. The image of the HOHs detected onto the phosphor screen was captured by a 105 

16-bit CMOS camera (model PCO-edge, PCO AG, Germany).  106 

 107 

Fig. 2. Comparison of high-order harmonic intensity generated from graphite plume using Gaussian and vortex 108 
driving field. (a) The high-order harmonic spectra generated using a Gaussian driving field. (b) The double-lobe 109 
harmonic profile indicating vortex high-order harmonics. (c) Vertically integrated line plot showing a comparison of 110 
the high-order harmonic intensity obtained from the Gaussian and vortex driving field. The driving field intensity 111 
used to generate each spectrum is ~ 2.2�1014 W/cm2. 112 
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The comparison of HOH flux obtained from diatomic carbon molecules using Gaussian and OV 113 

driving field is shown in Fig.2. The double-lobe harmonic profile in Fig.2(b) generated due to 114 

the presence of fixed vertical slit in the path of XUV-OV beam (which is expected to have a 115 

doughnut-shaped profile, as shown in Fig.1) clearly indicates the generation of OV-HOHs.21 116 

Interestingly, as can be seen from the line plot in Fig.2(c), we observed comparable HOH flux 117 

for the Gaussian and OV driving field.  118 

The maximum XUV photon energy generated in this experiment is ~ 35 eV. According to the 119 

three-step model, the maximum photon energy emitted during the HHG process is the sum of the 120 

ionization potential (Ip) of the laser-ablated specie (atom, ion, or molecule) participating in HHG 121 

and the maximum kinetic energy of the returning tunnel ionized electron at the time of 122 

recombination into the ground state.8 The ~35 eV cutoff is in agreement with our previous 123 

experiments with Gaussian driving field showing the dominant contribution of diatomic carbon 124 

molecules in the HHG from graphite LAP.4 The same cutoff was observed with OV driving 125 

field, indicating HHG from diatomic carbon molecules is generating the XUV-OVs as well. Our 126 

previous investigations of HHG from diatomic carbon molecules demonstrate intense sub-100 127 

eV XUV generation using an infrared driving field.31 Therefore, our observation of comparable 128 

HOH flux with Gaussian and OV driving field suggests carbon molecules as a source of intense 129 

XUV-OVs over a wide spectral range with �J harmonic energies in each harmonic order.3 130 

Another important subject of investigation with HHG from LAP is the phenomenon of strong 131 

RH emission found in many materials.32,33 The conversion efficiency of RH has been observed to 132 

be one to two-orders of magnitude higher than that of the neighboring harmonics generated by 133 

the three-step process. Therefore, here we study RH of tin for generating XUV-OVs.5 Using 134 

Gaussian driving field, the RH emission close to 26.3 eV from tin LAP has been explained to be 135 

the result of multiphoton resonance of the driving laser photon with the high oscillator strength 136 

transition of Sn II from the AIS  4d10 5s2 5p 2P3/2 to the ground state 4d9 5s25p2 (1D) 2D5/2 .34 The 137 

comparison of the RH generated with Gaussian and OV driving field is shown in Fig.3. The 800 138 

nm Ti:sapphire laser is approximately 17-photon resonant with the AIS transition of Sn II. By 139 

using a Gaussian driving field, the RH intensity obtained is approximately 25 times greater than 140 

the neighboring harmonics. However as clearly seen in Fig.3(c), the OV driving field reduces the 141 
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RH intensity by ~50% when compared with Gaussian driving field irradiation, while it has very 142 

little effect on the intensity of the other harmonics generated by the three-step model. 143 

 144 

Fig. 3.  Comparison of high-order harmonic intensity generated from tin plume using Gaussian and vortex driving 145 
field. (a) The high-order harmonic spectra generated using a Gaussian driving field. (b) The double-lobe harmonic 146 
profile indicating vortex high-order harmonics. (c) Vertically integrated line plot showing a comparison of the high-147 
order harmonic intensity obtained from the Gaussian and vortex driving field. The weak harmonic present just 148 
below 14 eV is the second-order diffraction of XUV grating. The driving field intensity used to generate each 149 
spectrum is ~ 2.2�1014 W/cm2. 150 

This observation of similar three-step harmonic intensities for tin when using Gaussian and OV 151 

driving lasers is in agreement with our current results of HHG from diatomic carbon molecules. 152 

The ~50% reduction in the RH efficiency could be due to modifications in the characteristics of 153 

the laser-matter interactions with an OV driving field. Change in the state of motion of bound 154 

electron inside atoms due to the modified transition selection rules has already been reported 155 

using OV driving field; observation of spin-forbidden transitions being an important 156 

consequence.27,28 Modified transition selection rules resulting in the reduction of oscillator 157 

strength of the transition from the AIS embedded in the continuum into the ground state with OV 158 

driving field excitation could be a possible explanation of the observed reduction in the RH 159 

intensity. Further spectroscopic investigations considering the dynamics of electronic transition 160 

involving AIS under OV driving fields are required for the true understanding of the 161 
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phenomenon of reduction in RH intensity, which is outside the scope of this paper. Future aspect 162 

of our current experimental observations could involve the interferometric measurements of the 163 

phase of the RH and the three-step harmonics (i.e. the topological charge of the harmonics) 164 

generated using OV laser beam. This will give us another important parameter (apart from the 165 

RH suppression) to differentiate the behaviour of the RH and the three-step harmonics from 166 

LAPs driven with the OV laser beam.   167 

In conclusion, we generate XUV-OV from diatomic carbon molecules in graphite LAP, with flux 168 

that is comparable to the XUV flux obtained through Gaussian driving field excitation. The 169 

graphite LAP has previously been reported to emit multi-�J XUV harmonics, and our current 170 

observations suggest diatomic carbon molecules could be an intense source of XUV-OVs, 171 

finding applications that require high photon flux XUV-OVs. Further, using tin LAP driven with 172 

OV driving field, we still observe RH, but with an enhancement factor that is 50% of when a 173 

Gaussian driving field is used. This observation suggests the important implications of the 174 

modified laser-matter interaction in the presence of OV driving field onto the mechanism of RH 175 

generation, and hence motivates further investigations of the subject of RH in LAPs.   176 
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